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The Card of Playas Narayitas from Chicago contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay
for a dish / drink about $16.3. What Jennifer Arevalo likes about Playas Narayitas:

We ate to the point we were stuffed!!!Their food was delish!!And their beverages omg so good!Get their Mango
Doña Julia margarita its like pricey but soo worth it!!!Our bill was less than $100 and for sea food thats not bad at

all!And we had Alejandra as our server and she made great recommendations and was very attentive!Parking:
Free parking behind the building ! read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and

drink in pleasant weather. What Janet Ramirez doesn't like about Playas Narayitas:
So I have been wanting to go and eat at this place cus of the Tacos de Barbacoa advertisement stating estilo

Jalisco, but the tacos were nothing like the ones from Jalisco it was a real disappointment. My gf order
camarones a la diabla the shrimps taste like mushy and the sauce was mostly ketchup, this restaurant has to be

a big pass for me, never again. read more. At Playas Narayitas in Chicago, juicy meat is freshly grilled on an
open flame and garnished with delicious sides, and you can enjoy here fine American dishes like Burger or

Barbecue. Also, they provide you tasty seafood dishes, You'll find delicious South American cuisine also on the
menu.
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Past�
ALFREDO

Alkoholisch� Cocktail�
COCO LOCO $25.0

Marisc�
OSTIONES EN SU CONCHA $9.0

Especialida� d� l� Cas�
CEVICHE DE PESCADO $12.0

Ceviche� � Coctele�
MEJILLONES GRATINADOS $17.0

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

Appet�er�
CEVICHE TROPICAL $16.0

OSTIONES GRATINADOS $14.0

Appet�er
OSTIONES ESPECIALES $14.0

TORRE DE MARISCOS $19.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
CARNITAS

TOSTADAS

Seafoo�
CEVICHE DE CAMARON $14.0

CHICHARRÓN DE PESCADO $23.0

OCTOPUS
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -22:00
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -23:00
Saturday 11:00 -23:00
Sunday 10:00 -22:00
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